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Outline questions 

 Back to the past:  What is happening to consumption 

taxes in Australia as we do nothing much to change them? 

 How did the Henry review develop its ideas on 

consumption taxes and do they have continuing 

relevance? 

 Back to the future:  What are the choices facing Australia 

from here?   

 



• Commonwealth indirect taxes (excl carbon price) have declined by about 1.3% 

of GDP ($21b per annum) over the past decade,  almost back to where they 

were before the  “new tax system” was introduced 

 

 

Fiscal year 
Cash Receipts 

 % GDP 

1984-85 7.5 

1994-95 5.7 

2004-05 7.1 (GST 3.9) 

2014-15 5.8 (GST 3.5) 

First, back to the past 

Source: 2015 Budget Paper No 1 revenue tables 
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Why GST revenue has declined? 

2004-5  

% of GDP 

2014-15 

% of GDP 

Household Final 

Consumption  

57.8 56.6 

Private fixed capital 

spending on dwellings 

6.3 5.3 

Household ‘spending’ on 

actual and imputed rent, 

health and education  

15.2 17.8 

Consumption plus 

dwellings less rent, health 

and education 

49.0 44.1 

Rents have increased from 17.2% to 

20.5% of private consumption   

Source: ABS National 

Accounts cat 5206.0 



Why have other indirect taxes declined? 

 Non-indexation of fuel excise 

 0.4% of GDP ($6 billion pa) 

 Decline in sales of tobacco/alcohol (despite some rate 

increases) 

 0.3% of GDP ($4.5 billion pa) 

 Free trade - Decline in “other” customs duties (tariffs) 

 0.3% of GDP ($4.5 billion pa) 

 Little growth in wine equalisation tax collections  

 



Some core questions 

 Should Australia restore, or increase, consumption taxes? 

 Henry review figuring assumed no net change (ToR restriction) 

 But indirect tax was seen as a future growth tax possibility 

 What is the best structure for indirect taxes? 

 Base(s) and rate(s) 

 Origin(source) or destination?  

 The administrative platform – and link to business tax? 

 Revisiting Henry Recommendation 55 

Over time, a broad based cash flow tax – applied on a destination 
basis – could be used to finance the abolition of other taxes, 
including payroll tax and inefficient state consumption taxes, such as 
insurance taxes. Such a tax would also provide a sustainable 
revenue base to finance future spending needs 

 

 



Multiple ‘reasons’ to restore indirect tax role 

 Contribute to restoring fiscal balance  

 Meeting future increased health spending (states) 

 But which future? 

 Indirect and payroll/insurance tax reform (Henry) 

 Tax mix switch with personal income tax (C’wealth?) 

 Tax mix switch with company tax (business?) 

 



Existing indirect (and payroll) taxes 

 

 

 

Tax 2014-15 

revenue 

($b  est) 

Value 

added basis 

Cascade Origin/ 

destination 

GST 59 full no destination 

Payroll 25 Labour Y? yes? origin 

Insurance 6 Single stage - destination 

Fuels (net) 12 Single stage yes destination 

Motor 

vehicles 

9 Single stage yes destination 

Imports 2 Single stage Yes? destination 

‘Sins’ – 
tobacco, alcohol, 

gambling) 

20 Single stage - destination 



Option 1: “Reform” the payroll tax 

 KPMG submission to tax white paper (KPMG July 2015) 

 5% “universal” payroll tax 

 No exemptions or thresholds 

 Central collection: using the group tax system 

 Distribution to states on employee number basis 

 Retains an origin tax effectively on one (the largest) part 
of value added (gross value added = wages plus economic 
profits) 

 Issues: How severe are payroll tax induced price and wage 
distortions? – issue about the incidence of the payroll tax 

 Mixture of forward, back or no shifts 

 Worse than generally assumed? (eg KPMG 14% excess burden)  



Incidence and efficiency of the payroll tax 

 KPMG model used for Henry review assumed that main effect 

of payroll tax is to raise wage costs and prices 

 A very good assumption if wages are regulated eg minimum wage) or 

otherwise sticky 

 Implication is that payroll tax is like a GST (tax on value added) 

 Other studies, and consideration of an open economy, suggests 

universal payroll tax is largely absorbed in lower wages –  

 If sticky prices react with sticky wages, the impact is on employers 

which could lead to lead to reduced output  

 Distortions perhaps worst for labour intensive production, 

low wages (subject to minimum wage laws), traded goods, and  

exacerbated by the exemptions/avoidance opportunities? 



Option 2: Replace payroll (and insurance) 

tax with origin cash flow tax 

 4 percent rate required on comprehensive base 

 Generally a subtraction method, 

 Financial institutions face same issues as for GST (either an 

additive methods or input taxation) 

 No zero rating,  no threshold (or alternatively link 

threshold to income tax) 

 Could retain some exempt entities (subject to input 

taxation) analogous for payroll tax 

 Focus on highly simplified assessment/collection methods  



Option 3: Cash flow tax on destination basis 

 Henry recommendation 55 

 But, why have 2 destination consumption taxes? 

 Effectively a split rate system for exempt and non-exempt GST 

items (rates of 4 and 14 percent respectively) 

 Or perhaps some compliance benefits as well? 

 But, administrative/compliance cost and retention of the GST 

with its many anomalies and inefficiencies (although two 

existing taxes still abolished)  

 



Option 4: 12% destination cash flow tax 

 Abolish GST, payroll and insurance tax 

 Potentially (as for payroll tax, maintain institutional 

exemptions who would be input taxed) 

 Zero rating applied only to exports 

 

 Key choice issues 

 Is this worth it, or is it best just to increase role of the GST? 

 Which would be more valuable – abolishing payroll/insurance  

tax or reducing income tax rates?   



A business cash flow tax? (or ACE) 

 Henry recommendation 26 

A business level expenditure tax could suit Australia in the future and 
is worthy of further consideration and public debate. It is possible 
that other countries will move towards such systems over coming 
years and it could be in Australia’s interests to join this trend at an 
early stage. 

 This raises the possibility that the (cash flow) consumption and 
(cash flow) business taxes could have a common platform 

 With separate tax(es) on financial institutions? 

 Note: US republican tax proposals e.g. Jeb Bush 

 Company tax replaced by a 20% cash flow (rent) tax on real basis 
(interest not deductible)  

 20 percent tax on interest, dividends and capital gains 

 


